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We consider it our ongoing mission to abide by our pledge  
to provide quality products and services: 

Reliability, credibility, flexibility, innovation, quality and  
responsiveness.

Compact machines from Weidemann deliver in environments where 
our competitors will simply walk away. Our products impress by virtue 
of their quality, power, dependable hydraulics, compact dimensions, 
innovative technology, maximum productivity and operational reliability.  

All technical data in this brochure refer to series models that have been tested under operating conditions typical of Central Europe and 
describe their standard functions. Specifications and their modes of functionality as well as accessories listed in this brochure depend on 
the individual model and on the options available with a particular product as well as the statutory requirements of the country of sale. 
Illustrations used in this brochure may show products that have not been mentioned or that are not available as series production machines. 
The descriptions, illustrations, weights and technical data published herein are non-binding in nature and represent the technical status at 
the time the document went to press. Because of ongoing development, we reserve the right to make changes, without prior notice, to 
the design, specification, visual appearance and technology of our products. Should you require special functions that would be available 
only by using additional components and/or under special circumstances, please feel free to contact us. We will be happy to answer any 
questions you may have and to provide further information regarding whether and under what conditions applying to the product and the 
target environment such special functions might be feasible. If you have any concerns about the load capacity or operation of our products 
in certain working conditions or environments, we recommend that you perform a test run under controlled conditions. Despite meticulous 
attention to detail, we cannot exclude the possibility that our products may not conform to illustrations or stated dimensions, or that errors 
may have occurred in calculation or during printing, or that the information given here may be incomplete. Consequently, we do not accept 
liability for the accuracy or completeness of the information supplied in this brochure. All matters relating to our product warranty are 
contained within our General Terms and Conditions. We expressly decline to provide additional guarantees. Any liability over and above that 
contained within our General Terms and Conditions is excluded.

NEW
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www.weidemann.de

A tele wheel loader for those 
who want to get to the top. 
 The powerful new model from Weidemann.

Specifications are subject to change without notice. We cannot be held liable for the accuracy of information supplied in this document. Liability will arise solely on the basis of the 
contractual agreement.

4270 CX100 T

ENGINE

Manufacturer Perkins

Engine type 1104 D-E 44 T

Cylinders 4

Max. power kW at rpm 74.5 / 2,200

Cubic capacity cm3 4,400

Cooling Water

ELECTRIC SYSTEM

Operating voltage V 12

Battery Ah 95

Alternator A 85

WEIGHTS

Operating weight (standard) kg 7,000

Lifting force max. daN 7,273

(Max. lifting force pallet fork 500 mm) daN 2,791

Tipping loads, bucket (according to ISO 8313)

Lift frame horizontal / machine straight kg 4,457 (2,696)

Lift frame horizontal / machine articulated kg 3,782 (2,260)

Tipping loads, pallet fork (according to ISO 8313)

Lift frame horizontal / machine straight kg 4,155 (2,651)

Lift frame horizontal / machine articulated kg 3,545 (2,244)

VEHICLE DATA

Driving speed (optional) km/h 0-20 (30)

Capacity of fuel tank l 90

Hydraulic oil l 80

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

Hydraulic driving

Working pressure bar 445

Hydraulic operation

Output l/min 99

Working pressure bar 235

DRIVE

Type of drive/traction drive hydrostatically via drive shaft

STANDARD TYRES

550/45 - 22.5 AS ET0 Width of machine in mm 1,990

4270 CX100 T

 DIMENSIONS

A Total length* mm 6,315

B Total length without bucket mm 5,260

C Axle centre to bucket pivot point mm 1,245

D Wheelbase mm 2,190

E Rear overhang mm 1,580

F Height to top of cabin mm 2,690

H Seat height (x) mm 1,650

J Total working height* (x) mm 5,920

K Max. height of bucket pivot mm 5,065

L Load-over height* mm 4,740

M Dumping height* mm 4,135

N Operating distance for M* mm 975

O Bucket digging depth* mm 43

P Total width mm 1,990

Q Track width (x) mm 1,440

S Ground clearance* mm 375

T Maximum radius external* mm 4,500

U Radius at the outer edge mm 3,950

V Inside turning radius mm 1,860

W Inclination angle degrees 42°

X Rollback angle at max. lifting height* degrees 45°

Y Max. dumping angle* degrees 30.5°

Z Rollback angle on the ground* degrees 36°

4270 CX100 T

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Drive Hydrostatic four-wheel drive, planetary axle PA 1422/2 with disc brake, pto gear and drive shaft, 
tyres 550/45 - 22.5 ET0, front wheels with water filling

Hydraulics Single-hand control with floating position (to the right of the seat), multi-function control stalk, 
unpressurised return line, hydraulic oil cooler, front hydro connection DN12 
Hydraulic rapid-change system for attachments, lowering brake valves, all-hydraulic articulated 
steering with 2 steering cylinders

Driver's cab 
 

Comfortable cabin with heating and ventilation, can be tilted laterally, ROPS and FOPS-compliant, 
adjustable entry steps, windscreen wiper front and rear, heated rear window, fully sprung comfort 
seat with safety belt, adjustable steering wheel, front/rear work lamps, fuel gauge, engine-hour  
indicator, lighting system, Technical Inspection Approval for road worthiness

Other Battery cut-off switch, electrical connection at front

OPTIONS

Tyres 550/45 - 22.5 ET-50, additional rear weight, hydraulic proportional control with 2 hydraulic pumps 
and 150 l/minute including comfort multi-function joystick 

LOAD CARRYING CAPACITY DIAGRAM 4270 CX100 T  
(with LSP 500 mm) Carrying capacity according to DIN EN 474-3
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4270 CX

High loading sills and high loading weights present a challenge for many ma-
chines - one that the new 4270 CX100 T handles with ease. This powerhouse, 
with its strengthened telescopic arm, powerful new hydraulics and enormous lif t-
ing heights has been designed precisely for these heavy duty conditions. 

The 4270 CX100 T is the ideal tele wheel loader for biogas plants, bioenergy 
plants and large-scale mixed operations.

Some of the models listed and shown herein may not be available or approved for operation in individual countries.

Clear steering benefits. The second steering cylinder makes 
steering much easier under difficult ground conditions. In addi-
tion, a slight movement of the steering wheel is all that is needed 
to make corrections during loading work.

New option: load-sensing hydraulic.  
The perfect control of the joystick allows the working tool 
to be moved precisely. In combination with a completely 
new hydraulics system, which can provide up to 150 l/min, 
lifting and lowering and telescoping at the same time is no 
longer a problem. 

NEW

Strength through efficiency and more powerful than ever.

Increased payload. With its heavy rear weight plate and rein-
forced rear carriage and telescopic arm, our first 7-tonne loader 
can be relied upon even in the toughest of conditions.

NEW

NEW

New ergonomic joystick. The new joystick feels 
great to use and enables ergonomic working 
methods. In addition, the third control circuit 
can be activated with the index finger - without 
removing your hand from the joystick.

A first-class working environment. Enjoy the low climb from 
both sides - now with a second, even lower step. The comfort 
seat can be adjusted to suit your height and weight and you 
benefit from plenty of space and excellent all-round visibility.

NEW

Weidemann remains on the ground. The low centre of 
gravity ensures that the machine remains where it belongs: 
firmly on the ground. Increased stability is also guaranteed 
by means of the 550 AS tyres fitted as standard, with water 
filling at the front.


